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Move Beyond

Extraordinary!!

You already know the Intelligence Quotient IQ and the Emotional Quotient EQ.
What if you could tap into the

Consciousness Quotient CQ
to take your leadership to the level required for the future and the
4th (and even the 5th) Industrial Revolution?
If you are keen, willing and prepared to start working at the level of EQ and CQ, this
programme is the place to start. In a short space of time, you can experience the
rapid and vast shifts necessary to uncover the best within yourself and your
organisation. Communication, harmony, excellence and authenticity become the
norm in an elegant and effortless way.

AT THIS RETREAT YOU WILL ADDRESS:
LIMITING BELIEFS
SOCIAL CONDITIONING
LABELS
VALUES
JUDGEMENT & PAIN
EXPERIENCED IN THE PAST

VICTIM–BLAME–DEFENSE
STRATEGIES
WHAT STOPS YOU FROM BEING
AN AUTHENTIC LEADER

YOU WILL LEAVE THIS RETREAT FEELING:
EMPOWERED
LIBERATED
READY TO INSPIRE
OTHERS

READY TO IMBIBE THE
LEADERSHIP QUALITIES YOU
ASPIRE TO
READY TO BE AN AUTHENTIC
LEADER

WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS RETREAT:
MANAGERS & SUPERVISORS
EMPLOYEE HEALTH & WELLNESS PRACTITIONERS
HUMAN RESOURCE (HR) PRACTITIONERS
TRANSFORMATION PRACTITIONERS

Visonary Leadership Level I
PROJECTED OUTCOMES
Ability to identify the qualities you admire most in the world’s truly great spiritual and business leaders
and discover how to effortlessly embody and live those qualities
Free yourself from labels and identities that have limited you or kept you small in the past and
unlocking your fullest potential
Uncover and clear the damaging and undermining traps of ‘victim’, ‘defense’ and ‘blame’ strategies
while taking responsibility for future integrity
Progressively increased Emotional Quotient
Progressively increased Consciousness Quotient

Visionary Leadership Level II
PROJECTED OUTCOMES
Identify the different ego fixations
Penetrate and clear the lie of the ego
Liberate yourself from the false identity you’ve bought into and lived in
Find compassion for the ways we all run our ego trip
Spend each day experiencing truly liberating, freeing and life-changing process work
Ultimately shatter the illusory identity and reveal the liberation of your true self
An innate ability to react to circumstances in life truthfully and authentically
Progressively increased Emotional Quotient
Progressively increased Consciousness Quotient

Visionary Leadership Level III
PROJECTED OUTCOMES
Ability to move beyond old paradigms of ‘winner-takes-all’ competition and harness the exponential
power of cooperative competition
Ability to uncover and clear specific deep-seated ‘ego traps’ that have sabotaged and
sidelined you and free yourself to operate from an unshakable sense of purpose
Ability to free yourself from fears of your physical mortality and unleash a vital energy that will guide
and empower you
Ability to communicate more consciously, clearly and powerfully
Ability to give naturally powerful presentations that will impact others positively while enlisting their
cooperation and support
Progressively increased Emotional Quotient
Progressively increased Consciousness Quotient

Visionary Leadership Level I
6-day Retreat (Full attendance required for all 6 days)

VENUE Gauteng (TBA)
PRICE R18 997,00 p/p course only
INCLUDES Refreshments & vegetarian lunch and dinner

EXCLUDES accommodation

DATES 2020

27–31 January | 03–07 February | 24–28 February | 02–06 March | 16–20 March

Visionary Leadership Level II
8-day Retreat (Full attendance required for all 8 days)
Prerequsite: Visionary Leadership Level I

VENUE Gauteng (TBA)
PRICE R23 997,00 p/p course only
INCLUDES Refreshments & vegetarian lunch and dinner

EXCLUDES accommodation

DATES 2020

TBA

Visionary Leadership Level III
6-day Retreat (Full attendance required for all 6 days)
Prerequsite: Visionary Leadership Level II

VENUE Gauteng (TBA)
PRICE R18 997,00 p/p course only
INCLUDES Refreshments & vegetarian lunch and dinner

EXCLUDES accommodation

DATES 2020
TBA

ENQUIRIES
Marketing & Bookings: Bertostyle (Pty) Ltd | Lina Tshabalala | linach23@gmail.com | 0635521055
OR Koketso Mahope | hello@futurebillionairing.com | 0659506399
Technical: The Journey South Africa | Lydia Hoyland | infosa@thejourneysa.com | 082 492 4704

for

New leaders
a new world
Emotional Intelligence EQ is rated 90% important in organisations yet only 22.8% of organisations regard EQ as an organisational
priority. Organisations with high ratings on EQ have a 32%
advantage on scores for leadership effectiveness. Awareness of EQ
is high, and while many perceive its value, it’s underutilised at an
organisational level.*
The 22.8% said their organisations are committed for three primary reasons:
Alignment
Climate
Relationships
Here’s why these matter:

Alignment between people, departments, roles
A focus on emotional intelligence brings people together.
EQ training helps people bring others on board.
The EQ alignment of people also impacts market share.

Emotional intelligence improves climate
Leaders who are 'smarter with feelings' use that insight and skill to build better
workplaces.
EQ helps in building a healthy, high performing workplace.
Using EQ improves team and organisational climate in sales and creativity
organisations.

Increasing emotional intelligence improves relationships
Emotions serve as a barometer of the health of interpersonal connections; people who
can read and manage this dynamic build stronger relationships.
EQ drives 'people-first' leadership to create strong teams.
EQ skills improve customer relationships to increase revenue.
EQ skills create an enduring ability to strengthen teams.
The bottom line is that these skills allow people to connect.

Where do you rate both yourself and your organisation
in terms of Emotional Intelligence EQ?
*SOURCE: adapted from https://www.6seconds.org/2013/06/10/emotional-intelligence-change-3/

